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摘  要 
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Equipment is an important material foundation for enterprises operating and engaging 
production activity. With the coming of the data and information age, computer equipment 
becomes an indispensible tool for enterprises to manage data and make products due to its 
popularity and wide use. Computer equipment management plays a more and more important 
role in every enterprise. Under the help of computer, we are likely to analyze business and 
make decisions for the company. The scientific decision making contributes to the reduction 
in arbitrariness and blindness.As the studying object, this paper concentrates on the 
computer equipment and the related management work in a branch company of YH Co. 
Ltd. This paper analyzes the status of the development and research in equipment 
management, reviews the history of equipment upgrading, discusses the trend of computer 
equipment management and shows its significance. Combined with the working 
experience and current situation, the author reveals several problems that exist in 
computer equipment management, and proposes improvement measures by using related 
theories. While exploring the branch company, the author finds out that there are some 
deficiencies and gaps in equipment management regulation. Meanwhile, the related 
process is less intuitive and less meticulous, and some typical problems exist in 
maintenance management. They all need to be further improved. Some scientific 
equipment management methods are adopted in this paper, such as Economic Indicator, 
ABC Classification, Check Point System, Value Engineering, and “6S”. They improve the 
solution to the existing problems, perfect the position description for computer equipment 
management, complete the equipment management process, and reform both the earlier 
stage management and later maintenance on equipments. The author endeavors to 
standardize the branch company’s equipment management work, and wishes to achieve 
the following goals: everyone is responsible, everything is institutionalized, every step is 
recorded, every request has process, every job has plan. The study in this paper helps the 
company’s equipment management department enhance the ability in computer equipment 
management. It will make the decision making on equipment investment more scientific 
with theoretical basis. Meanwhile, it is instructive for the improvement of all staff’s 
professional quality and their awareness of equipment management. 
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